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SEASONS WITHIN
It’s dangerous not knowing who you are, what you’re capable of, and what
future awaits you… Especially when the darkness that slaughtered your
entire world, just found you.
Most teenage girls know their name, where they came from, who they are.
Not G, a beautiful redhead with unusual markings on her wrist. She gets her
name from a silver locket she keeps around her neck, unaware the engraved
letter “G” on its front holds the secret to her past.
G’s life before the age of six has been a mystery to her. Each night for the
last twelve years she’s been haunted by the same nightmare—a war.
Horrendous beasts, warriors able to wield the four elements, and a boy who
saves her by means of blue fire taunt her memory. But on her
eighteenth birthday, G’s life begins to unravel. When she meets her new
Chemistry professor, a man with an uncanny resemblance to the boy who
saved her, she knows there must be more to her dreams.

WARNING!!!!
Spoilers from Seasons Within
(Seasons Within, #1)

The Five Fables

Nature has its own will

Never take more than what you need

We are not one but many

Not everything good comes from light, not everything evil
comes from darkness

Balance is Nature’s true freedom.

Terra’s Past
MANY YEARS AGO, before fire was discovered, there were two twin
brothers, Alec and Alder, both similar yet very different.
Alec was smart, curious, and full of eagerness to create, expand, and
discover. He yearned for adventures and an answer of every question he
encountered, however, he was also selfish, greedy, and full of pride. As for
Alder, he was more connected to Earth than any other living creature.
He was able to see Nature’s wonders in a way no one else could, but he
didn’t have the drive to expand or create more than what was necessary.
Unlike his twin brother, Alder had no greater ambition, other than to live
in peace.
Time passed and both twins grew up and had children of their own. Alec’s
descendants were known as humans. They created a magnificent empire, all
to the world’s cost. They destroyed forests and rivers in order to build their
machines and homes. Alder’s descendants were known as Terrians. They
also grew in number but barely a fifth of the amount the humans grew to.
They were so in touch with nature that over the years, the new generations
were born with the ability to wield it. One day, while the humans wanted to
expand their empire, the Terrians decided it was enough. They fought back.
That was the day the Ancient War came. A fight between Humans and
Terrians that almost destroyed the planet.

Then it happened, The Big Flood. Humans survived by building a big
wooden ship while the Elements were saved by Le Gardien de la Vie.
After the Big Flood, the planet was separated in two essences, Earth and
Terra.
And they never crossed the barrier…not until now.

The Five Cities Of Terra

Nádúr Noc
“The Round City”

Location
Center of Terra, inside the river Enosi and its ten creeks.

Traits
Main city, circled four times by the river and separated by its ten creeks, home of the
castle, parliament, library and the arena where the “Compos Mentis” games are held.
Main House: The Castle
Temple: None
Hometown Of: Gaia and Willow

Main Characteristics of Habitants
* Politics
* Logical

* Knowledge
* Perceptiveness

Costumes


Each year, every child of five years old needs to present his/her element
before the Queen.



Every element wielder needs the Parliament’s approval before passing the
Temple of their element.



Every 1st of the month, the plaza will hold the Five Cities’ Market Day.



They hold the “Compos Mentis” tournament at the arena.



Education is a priority.

Food: Mix of food from all the cities, sweets, more extravagant food.
Name of Natural Resources:



Lake Enosi
Ten Creeks

Clothing:
MALE
Dress sandals
Shirts, buttoned
Elegant vests
Fitted pants

FEMALE
Dress sandals
Hip version of Greek style dresses,
always elegant, golden belts
Hair curled and styled, jewels in hair
BOTH

Bracelets

Moonstrand
“The Forest of Colors”

Location
Forest, South East of Terra.

Traits
Painted hanging houses, forest made by a thousand different types of trees,
constructions full of flowers and vines.

Main House: Eva’s home
Temple:
Earth - Temple of Honua

Hometown Of: Klog Mor and Hunter.
Main Characteristics of Habitants
* Creative
* Social

* Poetic
* Artistic
Earth Element Trait – Grounded but stubborn

Costumes


They live in community and sleep in big communal rooms holding all the
hammocks.



Once their kids turn five, they take them to the Round City and present their
element to the Queen.



On the day of their birth, their mother plans a tree of her choice. The tree that
goes with her new baby’s personality. It will be the baby’s responsibility to
take care of that tree until death.



On Harvest Day, everyone paints their skins with multiple colors, they dance,
men give flowers to the woman they like and women give fruits to the man
they like.



On death, the deceased person will be placed in front of their tree. After the
ceremonial chant, the tree will cradle him/her with its roots burying him/her
underneath itself and will now be its turn to take care of them.

Food: Berries, nuts, fruits and veggies. They are mostly vegetarian.

Name of Natural Resources



Suma Lake
Forest of colors

Clothing:

MALE
Boots
Wavy long sleeve shirt.
Baggy pants

FEMALE
Over the knees boots
Oversized tops with colorful vests
Leggings
BOTH

Leather wrist gauntlets (to slide on trees without getting hurt.)
Pouches hanging from their belts (to hold their seeds)
Colorful hair

Lakefall
“The Floating City”

Location
A big lake separated from the ocean by a deep hill. South west of Terra.

Traits
City on top of the water, next to a waterfall that falls into the ocean, floating houses
made of wood and glass, the temple is underwater.

Main House: Shui’s Home
Temple
Water - Temple of Aigua

Hometown Of: Shui, Donovan.
Main Characteristics of Habitants
* Mystical
* Responsible

* Meditational
* Traditional
Water Element Trait – Wise but distant

Costumes.


Once their kids turn five, hey take then to the Round City and present them
to the Queen.



Yoga and meditation are seen as daily activities.



On death, the deceased person will be placed on a wooden boat and be sent
towards the waterfall. The lake will be lighted by floating candles.

Food: Fish, fruit, mostly sea food.
Name Of Natural



Detann Lake
Dimissus Waterfall

Clothing:
MALE
Sandals
Shirtless or with linen half buttoned
Shirt
Linen shorts
All type of hair

FEMALE
Sandals
Floaty maxi dress
All types of hair, always untied,
decorated with pearls or any other sea
decorations

BOTH
Chokers and pearls on women’s hair
Barefoot almost all the time

Emberdale
“Obsidian’s Heart”

Location
Next to Mount Bás, inside the Obsidian volcano. North east of Terra.

Traits
Hot, mostly rocks, lava inside the mountain, fire temple behind a wall of lava, houses
have no windows, habitants are masters in forging.

Main House: Adriana’s home
Temple
Fire - Temple of Fever

Hometown Of: none.

Main Characteristics of Habitants
* Hard to intimidate
* Brave

* Stubborn
* Handy

Fire Element Trait – Passionate but reckless

Costumes


At fifteen they leave home and build their own place.



Once their kids turn five, they take them to the Round City and present their
element to the Queen.



They all forge one weapon of their choice.



Only after the age of twenty-eight, the incredibly strong fire wielders can
dare to go inside the depth of the mountain in search of the Three Markings.



On death, the deceased person will be thrown on the lava lake as everyone
cover their faces with the ashes of incense.

Food: Anything baked, grilled or fried.
Name Of Natural



Red Lake
Obsidian Mountain

Clothing:
MALE
Heavy boots
Black jeans
Light shirts, some with no sleeve
NO beards

FEMALE
Ankle boots
Crop tops, bustier tops, no sleeves
Shorts

BOTH
Fingerless gloves
Water flasks
Crazy

Wintercliff
“The Diamond City”

Location
Top of the mountain, north of Terra.

Traits
Cold, round constructions made of ice, lots of minerals, Temple made of Crystal, many
parties, family oriented community.

Main House:
Temple
Wind - Temple of Aéras

Hometown Of: Veter.
Main Characteristics of Habitants
* Strong
* Loveable

* Mischievous
* Family oriented
Wind Element Trait – Loyal but childish

Costumes


They live with their family until they find a Match of their own.



Once their kids turn five, they take them to the Round City and present their
element to the Queen.



Every year they have the Annual Moonlight Dance.



When women expect a baby, the men climb and cut a piece of Ice from the
top of the mountain. They make it into a ring, bracelet or a necklace. The
color and coldness of the ice shows how fancy it is.



On death, the deceased person will be frozen and buried on the snowy
mountains.

Food: Veggies, fruits, meat. Lots of raw food.
Name Of Natural



Varm Lake
White Mountain

Clothing:
MALE
Big boots
Leather vests
Warm pants
Beards
Look like Vikings

FEMALE
Fluffy boots
Long sleeves
Thick leggings
Long hair, always tied up, little jewels
decorating it
BOTH

Lots of pockets
Long fluffy coats
Belts

The SYMBOLS

Five Fold Symbol

Triskele Symbol
(triple spiral)

The Three Markings

1st (closest to the wrist)
Raidho Rune

2nd

(middle of forearm)

Thurisaz Rune

3rd (close to the elbow)
Kauno Rune

Temples’ Mark

Temple of Fever

Temple of Honua

Temple of Aigua

Temple of Aéras

The Characters

GAIA

Gaia

Name

Nicoli

Symbol: Birthmark on wrist

Last Name
City on Terra: Nádúr Noc

Age: 18

City on Earth: Truckee

Birthdate: December 15th (Priyam choose this day) Real: March 21st
Eyes: gray
Hair: naturally bright red, long wavy.
Body type: small
Element: all of them
Traits
Always getting into trouble, stubborn, curious, sees good in everyone, constantly
trying to figure out who she is and how no to disappoint her loved ones.

Likes
Edan (65% of the time), chocolate, nature, her new family, grapes, her best friend
Priyam.

Dislikes
Edan (35%), dead nature, the feeling of not belonging and unanswered questions.

History
Gaia was found at the age of 6 pacing around the forest of Truckee. She was taken to
the childrens’ home where she met her best friend Priyam. Before that day she has no
memory of her life or identity. She has one birthmark, a Five Fold symbol on the
bottom of her right wrist. She is the reincarnation of Mother Nature.

EDAN

Edan

Name

Blau

Symbol: The Three Markings’ scars

Last Name
City on Terra: Nádúr Noc

Age: 21

City on Earth: London

Birthdate: December 16th
Eyes: green
Hair: light brown, messy
Body type: toned
Element: Fire (He’s the only one to have blue fire in Terra)
Traits
Greek shaped nose, perfectionist to the core, responsible, smart, alpha male, trust
issues, tormented, deep problems with his past, wears a leather forearm cuff to hide
his Three Marking scars from humans.

Likes
Gaia, cooking, fire, alone time, everything clean, plans, lists and group meetings.

Dislikes
Gaia’s talent of getting into trouble, his back, his secrets, his past.

History
Edan takes a teaching job at Truckee’s high school where he meets Gaia. Everything
about his past is kept a secret.

VETER

Veter

Name

Jankovic

Symbol: Cigar

Last Name
City on Terra: Wintercliff

Age: 24

City on Earth: Novi Sad, Serbia

Birthdate: July 16th
Eyes: light brown
Hair: dark brown, long, man-bun, bushy beard
Body type: very muscular, wrestler type
Element: Wind
Traits
Looks like a Viking, has a long crooked nose, mischievous, paternal, completely in
love with Shui, dresses in mostly leather clothes and has the mark of the Temple of
Aéras on the top of his left wrist.

Likes
Shui, pulling pranks on Willow, bets, the color blue, helping Gaia in any way he can,
fun, exercise.

Dislikes
The Marked One, missing breakfast, salty food and spiders.

SHUI

Shui

Name

Yan

Symbol: Celtic choker with teardrop

Last Name
City on Terra: Lakefall

Age: 20

City on Earth: Sanya, China

Birthdate: May 4th
Eyes: black
Hair: waist-long, straight, blue ombre hair
Body type: petite
Element: Water
Traits
Small nose, extremely polite, yogi master, her best friend is Willow. She has the mark
of the Temple of Aigua on the top of her left wrist.
She is one of the few pure element wielders (she comes from a long line of water
wielders)

Likes
Veter, tea, meditation, places with lots of water, her father’s teachings, the Five Fables
and flowers.

Dislikes
Death, dishonor and disloyalty.

WILLOW

Willow

Thénardier

Name

Last Name

Symbol: Sakura tree tattoo

City on Terra: Nádúr Noc
Age: 19

City on Earth: Quebec, Canada

Birthdate: September 1st
Eyes: amber
Hair: pale blonde, long, most of the times it’s held in a messy ponytail
Body type: sporty fit
Element: Earth
Traits
Freckles on her straight nose, Sakura watercolor tattoo on her ribcage, constantly
wearing yoga pants and cropped tops, Shui is her best friend, she collects all kinds of
flowers, seeds, etc. and has the mark of the Temple of Honua on the top of her left
wrist.

Likes
Edan, nature, flowers, making Veter mad, collecting seeds and making fruit punch.

Dislikes
Gaia’s lack of concentration, her one sided feelings for Edan, small animals and the
Marked One.

DONOVAN

Donovan

Name

Bär

Symbol: Icarus, sugar glider

Last Name
City on Terra: Lakefall

Age: 18

City on Earth: Los Angeles, USA

Birthdate: May 31st
Eyes: electric blue
Hair: chocolate brown, undercut styled to the side
Body type: muscular
Element: None

Talent: Speaks to animals

Traits
Latino, MMA fighter, a sugar glider follows him everywhere, vegetarian, has an eagle
tattoo on his back. The eagle’s head it’s on the nape of his neck and the wings on his
arms making it look like it flies every time he moves. He’s best friend is Edan.

Likes
Food, girls, animals, freedom, exercise, lots of sweets and being part of The Six

Dislikes
Terra’s Parliament, eating meat (since animals talk to him), and butterflies.

HUNTER

Hunter

Name

??

Symbol: Carving knife

Last Name
City on Terra: Moonstrand

Age: 15

City on Earth: The Amazon

Birthdate: August 1st (The day Mor took him as her own)
Eyes: black
Hair: medium-long, black, crazy.
Body type: skinny and mostly covered in scars
Element: None

-

Talent: Tracker

Traits
He speaks in sign language (not because he’s mute but because he refuses to speak).
Has an unknown past since he was found at the age of one crawling around the Wilds.
Sweet, nice and loving.

Likes
Sleeping in trees, tracking, carving stuff with his knife, sees Gaia as a big sister,
Priyam´s comic books, French fries.

Dislikes
Him, pictures and speaking.

KLOG

Klog

Name

Mor

Symbol: Corona beer

Last Name
City on Terra: Moonstrand

Age: 224

City on Earth: Traveled across CA

Birthdate: February 19th
Eyes: blue
Hair: grey-white, long, and messy, with braids and flowers
Body type: normal
Element: Fire
Traits
Very direct, owns a potpourri/crystal/glass molding shop, sees Hunter and Edan as
her own children and has the mark of the Temple of Fever on top of her left wrist.

Likes
Gaia’s way of doing things, Edan, all The Six, beer, berries, romantic drama and how
life changes

Dislikes
Watching Gaia going through so many problems, warm beers, intolerance, ignorance,
narcissism and the Marked One

PINK and FLOYD
The Twins

Pink

Symbol: pink Mohawk

Morrissey

Name
Floyd

Last Name
Symbol: dirty blond Mohawk

Morrissey

Name

Last Name

Age: 17

City on Terra: None - HUMANS

Birthdate: June 20th

City on Earth: Katoomba, Australia

Eyes: light blue
Hair: PINK- short pastel pink Mohawk
FLOYD- blond Mohawk with double braids on his sides ending in small
ponytails

Body type: slim
Element: None

Talent: Experts in close combat and all weapons

Traits: Damn crazy, funny, cheerful, never scared, always happy and smart.
Likes: swords, rock music, anything that is sharp, worthy adversaries, and Doritos.
Dislikes: needles, the death of their parents, wooden swords, Floyd hates
strawberries and Pink hates plain water.

History
The twins always grew up in combat. Their parents Cooper and Alice loved oldies
songs. Their talent on fighting is so incredible, that even without belonging to Terra,
the group invited the Twins to join them.

PRIYAM

Priyam

Name

Singh

Symbol: Computer

Last Name
City on Terra: None - HUMAN

Age: 17

City on Earth: Truckee

Birthdate: January 27
Eyes: brown
Hair: black, long, silky
Body type: normal
Element: None

Talent: Hacker

Traits
Major geek, incredibly smart, sassy, bossy, loves sarcasm, sees Gaia as her sister. She
takes her computer everywhere and loves to compare real life to every single movie or
book she’s read.

Likes
Gaia, paying attention to how people interact, knowledge,

Dislikes
Synthia, lack of internet, ignorance, waking up early.

History
Priyam was six years old when she was taken to the orphanage in Truckee. In
there, she meet Gaia and they’ve been together ever since. She used to make
money out of hacking jobs.

SYNTHIA

Synthia

Name

Kearney

Symbol: Theta mark burnt on the chest

Last Name
City on Terra: None - HUMAN

Age: 18

City on Earth: Truckee

Birthdate: March 11th
Eyes: light brown
Hair: platinum fake extensions
Body type: short with a big butt, looks like a pony
Element: None

Talent: texting fast

Traits
Slower than most, vain, selfish, gym obsessed, beauty obsessed, comes from a rich
family yet she likes to steal, entitled and willing to sell her friends over her own
convenience.

Likes
Herself, men, money, beauty, long fake hair, Edan, her butt.

Dislikes
Gaia, Priyam, women in general, books, work, ugly people and people who refuse her.

The Enemies

AZAZEL
“HIM”

Azazel

Name

N/A

Symbol: Black symbols on his face

Last Name
City on Terra: It used to be Nádúr Noc

Age: 48
Birthdate: N/A
Eyes: light blue
Hair: black, shoulder length
Body type: very tall, slim
Element: Earth, Domino (Not good, even in Terra)
Traits
N/A

Likes
N/A

Dislikes
Humans

History
After preaching a hateful and radical message against humans, Azazel was exiled
from Nádúr Noc. In darkness, Azazel found a way to become strong enough to return
and follow his plan without the parliament’s approval or help. He just needed to wait
for the right time to come back, unluckily for everyone… that time is now.

DRAAK

Height: 25” standing up.
Physical Traits: dragons made of bones with a spiky tail and bat wings, big claws.
Fighting Traits: they fly as quiet as the wind with the exception of the whispering
sound they make after clenching their claws on the shoulder of their victims. They fly
away with their injured victim and before they bleed to death, the Draak eat them.

SKUGGOR

Height: 12” from head to tail.
Physical Traits: Half spider, half scorpion. They have thick skin and 3 scorpion tails.
Fighting Traits: Fastest beasts in Terra. No one can outrun them. They are
bloodthirsty beasts that kill everything in their way.

TRACKER

Height: 6” standing up.
Physical Traits: they resemble werewolves but walk on fours like regular wolves.
They have red eyes. Instead of hair, they have needles and thorns all over their rotten
skin and long spikes coming out of their elbows.

Fighting Traits: They can detect any sent from more than 10 clicks away. They hunt
in packs and like hiding in shadows. They are blind, the needles vibration guide them

CRAWLER

Height: 5” from tail to head. (or more)
Physical Traits: long snake with blades on his head, body and tail. They grow in size
each time they kill. The longer the Crawler, the more dangerous it is.

Fighting Traits: they impale their victim with the blade on their tail and wrap
themselves around them.

Spring’s Unedited
Sneak Peek Section!!
SEPTEMBER 1st, 2017
Gaia finally knows who she is and what she’s meant to do. It’s only been
a few weeks since the earth element woke in her. Now that she’s embracing
her role as Mother Nature, she must journey with her group of powerwielding friends in a race against time to get back home before Azazel
reaches them.
With the awakening of a brand new element, her true past with Edan, a
dangerous decision that could change the very essence of who she is, and a
traitor among her group, the broken road back to Terra will be a test of
strength.
After all, even if Gaia doesn’t know it, war is closer than she thinks.

SNEAK 1
Compos Mentis

Priyam lifted her hand before talking. “Excuse me… Someone care to
explain what are the Terrians talking about?”
“The Games,” Veter said placing Gaia on steady ground.
“What games?” Gaia asked.
“You get this excited for games, so lame,” Synthia whined with her usual
nasal pitch that grated on every single one of Priyam’s nerves.
“They are not just games, you aggravating creature,” Donovan jumped in.
“They are the games of Terra. We called them Compos Mentis.”
“They are more like a tournament,” Edan said placing the wooden box
on the table and passing the cotton bag to Donovan. “Donovan, rules.”
“Each warrior takes a Soul’s Pebble,” Donovan explained as he took a
crystal pebble slightly smaller than a golf ball out of the cotton bag. The
Soul’s Pebble shined bright on Donovan´s hand.
Once the pebble stopped shinning, it wasn’t transparent anymore. It had
an eagle’s feather painted in oil. “The Soul’s Pebbles shows a part of the
essence of the warrior who took it. Once the connection is complete, the
warrior puts the pebble inside the choosing box.” Donovan put his pebble
inside the wooden box and passed the cotton bag with the rest of the Soul’s
Pebbles to Veter. “In Terra, two members of parliament are in charge of
announcing the warriors that will fight against each other. In this case

Priyam and Hunter, you’ll take a pebble each out of the choosing box.
Those two chosen warriors will fight using their elements or in Pink and
Floyd’s case, their weapons.”
Veter placed his Soul´s Pebble on the choosing box. “The goal is to reach
500 points. From waist down each hit counts 15 points, from the waist up
it counts 30, a mayor hit will count 50, and if you are thrown out of the
arena you lose automatically. The winner fights against a new warrior until
he/she loses.”
Gaia lifted her eyebrow with confusion. “Sorry, what’s a major hit?”
Shui took the bag from Willow. “You draw blood,” she said as she came
closer towards Gaia and Edan who were the last ones to pick a pebble.
“Blood? How common is that?” Gaia asked, her hands getting sweaty
thinking about it.
“Most of the hits.” Veter grinned holding his cigar between his molars.
“Don’t stress,” Edan notice Gaia’s nerves. “You are ready.”
Shui offered the bag to Gaia. She slide her hand inside and took a Soul’s
Pebble. The crystal shined on her hand. It was warm and tingly, as if the
light was traveling through her hand and chest. The crystal stopped
shinning. Gaia opened her hand. The Soul’s Pebble had an oil painting of
all the elements united by the same Five Fold symbol she bared under her
right wrist.
Shui moved the bag closer to Edan. Edan stared at the bag the same way
a space traveler would look at a black hole. Deep down, he was afraid of
what the pebble might show. Tapping into his bravery, Edan shoved his
hand inside and took out a pebble. He squeezed it hard as if he wanted to

hide the result. The pebble stopped shining. Edan slowly opened his hand.
The pebble was the same color of his electric blue fire with black spots and
a white lotus flower. Edan relaxed and placed the pebble on the wooden
box. “Willow, can you help us build the arena?”
Willow nodded and lifted her hands. Within a ‘safe’ distance away from
them, a rectangular section of the ground raised until it turned into an eighty
ft. long, stage.
“Priyam, would you do the honors?” said Donovan as he passed her the
choosing box.
Happy, Priyam took out a pebble with a painting of a tornado that kept
spinning. “Veter,” she said and gave the box to Hunter.
The wild teen took out the next one, a green pebble with a yellow tulip.
“Willow.”
“Yes!” Veter cheered. “This will be fun.” He put out his cigar and flew to
the arena.
“No freaking way!” Priyam gasped in amazement. “He can fly?”
“Please,” Willow rolled her eyes, “he´s just wielding the air around him.”
“I would like to see if you can do something cooler?” Veter taunted her
from the arena’s stage.
Willow tied her pale blonde hair into a high ponytail. She took a step and
the earth lifted taking her to the stage where it went back to normal once
she stepped on the arena. Veter stayed floating in the sky.
“Ready?” Edan asked. Both Willow and Veter nodded.

Edan raised his hand and sent a fire ball towards the sky. Once the ball
of fire reached a distance higher than where Veter was flying, it exploded
like a firework.
Smiling, Veter taunted Willow with a hand wave. Willow dropped a seed
on the floor and pointed her palm towards the dirt. A tall pine tree grew at
a fast pace. Willow jumped on of the branches and as it grew she went up
towards Veter. Willow, standing on a branch, pointed at Veter and one of
the branches of the pine tree grew directly towards Veter.
With great reflexes, Veter dodged the branch and flew higher but the
branch managed to twirl around his foot and pull him down. Veter swung
his hand and a fast, contained wind current cut the branch releasing his
foot. Veter shook off the debris when a second branch jabbed and cut him
on the arm.
“Fifty points for Willow!” cheered Donovan as he moved the marker.
Veter turned to face his rival. He saw her smiling victoriously. “Oops, did
that hurt?” Willow grinned.
“You tell me.” Veter lifted his arms with a slow strong motion. An intense
wave of air flew from the bottom of the pine tree towards the sky ripping
off all of its leaves cutting Willow a few times.
“Two hundred points for Veter!” Donovan changed the marker.
“Is she ok?” Gaia asked Hunter with concern.
“She is,” Hunter reassured her. “She’s probably furious though.”
With her face red and a thin cut on her cheek, Willow wielded a dozen
branches towards Veter. He flew in quick motions trying to get away from

their range but the thick branches managed to reach him. Three of the
branches twirled around both of his feet leaving him trapped.
Willow swung her arms to the arena and the branches followed her wield
slamming Veter against the stage’s floor.
“Nice counterattack! Sixty-five points for Willow.” Donovan added the
numbers to Willows marker.
Lying on the floor, Veter made a bubble of constantly moving air around
Willow and lowered her from the pine tree. She spun around making her
dizzy.
“Thirty points for Veter.” Donovan cheered from the safe zone.
Still trapped inside the air bubble, Willow reached the arena’s floor and
kneeled down. She placed both of her hands on the ground. Two huge
pieces of the arena detached from the stage and smashed against Veter. The
stage got covered by a wave of dust and debris making it unable for
everyone to see the damage. The air bubble vanished releasing Willow.
“Is this what the Romans felt in the Coliseum?” asked Priyam. “I feel like
I should be wearing a crown of leaves or something.”
Edan laughed, “These are games. We don’t kill.”
“Are you sure?” Gaia coughed. She wiggled her hand in front of her nose
trying to disperse away the dust that managed to reach the safe zone.
“No drama, Bluey,” chuckled Floyd from his comfy chair. He was using
a meat cleaver as a hand fan. “That will leave some bruises, nothing more.”
“Plus a lifetime of bragging,” said Pink as she played with her cassette
tape. “And don’t call Gaia a Bluey, you knob.”

The dust finally settled down, showing Veter with cuts around his chest
and arms.
“Sweet!” Donovan clapped, his muscular arms moved making the eagle
tattoo look like it was flying. “Three hundred and fifty points for Willow!”
Donovan changed the score. Willow 465, Veter 230.
Gaia gasped, “Willow won.”
“Not yet,” said Edan from his seat next to Hunter.
Veter stood up and moved his arms in circles. The sky turned a light gray.
Strong currents of wind crashed from different directions.
“Ugh, my hair! Watch it, stupid freak.” Synthia cried as her tangled
extensions whipped around her face and head.
Excited, Pink stood up from her seat. “Bloody hell. Is that…?”
“A tornado.” Floyd finished his sister’s sentence, only this time it wasn’t
a question, it was a fact.
An F2 tornado finished forming on the corner of the arena. Veter wielded
the tornado across the arena making all the debris and rocks that where
lying on the stage fly directly towards Willow. Willow ducked and dodged
the multiple hits.
Veter wielded the tornado back in Willow’s direction. Without wasting
any time, Willow pointed towards the floor and a bunch of thick roots
crawled holding her waist and legs steady against the arena. The tornado
positioned itself on top of Willow. Her hair untied and lifted up towards
the sky.

The tornado was strong. So strong that it started to rip apart the pine tree.
Within seconds, before it fell on top of Willow, Gaia wielded the tree’s roots
to grow back replanting it without anyone noticing her help. And no one
noticed, except Willow.
The arena’s floor began to slowly disintegrate. After reaching their limit,
the roots crumbled sending Willow flying out of the stage.
Gaia covered her eyes but before she knew it, Veter had already stopped
the tornado. He flew and caught Willow mid-air before she could hit the
floor.
“Willow is off the stage! Veter wins!” Donovan whistled while everyone
clapped and cheered.
Veter flew Willow back to the safe are where everyone was cheering.
“Great game blondie. You almost beat me.”
To Gaia’s surprise, Willow hopped down from the Viking’s massive arms
and grinned. “I liked the tornado, it was… ok.”
“Ok? It was awesome!” said Veter as he lit on his cigar.
“It was,” Floyd clapped hands with Veter and congratulated him.
“That was insane Veter!” Pink couldn’t hold down her enthusiasm.
“Giant warrior said what?!” Priyam congratulated him. “That was brutal.”
“Great game, Willow,” Edan hugged Willow and helped her to a seat
next to Shui before coming back to Gaia’s side.
After taking a movement to breathe, Willow flipped her wrist and the
arena’s stage turned back to new.

“Parliament Snowflake,” Floyd passed Priyam the wooden box.
Priyam took out a blue pebble with a koi painted in oil. “Shui!”
Veter grinned making dimples on his cheeks. With one swing, he carried
Shui like a princess and flew away to the arena. “I promise I’ll be very gentle,
my Blueberry.”
Shui’s face turned bright red at the cheesy nickname. “Don’t be.”
As Veter and Shui landed in the arena, Hunter took out a bunch of rolled
up bills. “200 on Shui.”
“Ha!” Priyam placed her bet. “After what I saw, I bet on the gentile giant.”
“Same,” joined Floyd.
“Please,” Donovan slammed a bunch of bills on the money pile. “Shui
will crush him.”

SNEAK 2
Snow Cave

In the cave, Gaia moved her head against a hard surface. She recalled
making the tree grow and how she lost consciousness slamming her head
on the floor. She slid her hand across Edan´s chest. Super! At least the floor is
warm… she thought as she unknowingly traced his torso.
Her fingers reached the curve of his neck. Edan shivered. Ok…Weird.
Definitely not the floor. Gaia slowly opened her eyes afraid of what she

might find. She then realized she was leaning on top of Edan as he hugged
her. Shocked, Gaia jumped back falling towards the floor.
“Don’t move.” Edan caught her before her back hit the cold dirt. “I’ve
got you.”
“Your shoulder, you shouldn’t move it.” Unnerved finding herself on top
of Edan, Gaia wiggled until she was sitting next to him. “Or add any
pressure to it.”
“It’s fine.” Edan rotated his entire arm to prove his point to Gaia. “You
did a great job.” Edan noticed Gaia was calmer after he moved his shoulder
without much pain. He closed his shirt covering his shoulder. “Did you…
removed all of it?”
“Your shirt?” Gaia lower her eyes. “Just the shoulder, I know how strict
you are about having your shirt on.”
“Thank you.”
The tension was palpable but Gaia had no idea why. “How long since you
woke up?”
“About forty minutes ago,” he said.
Forty freaking minutes?! Gaia’s hands turned sweaty from nerves. She’d
slept for forty minutes on top of Edan. Oh crap!
She placed her palm against one of the rough roots. “Are they still out
there?” she asked trying to concentrate on anything other than having Edan
watching over her for forty minutes.
“The beasts? Yes. I could hear them growling from time to time.” He
touched the same root Gaia was touching. Her fingertips tingled at the

closeness. Gaia felt lighter. Well, not so bad. Besides sweaty palms and slight nerves,
I felt nothing else. I can handle it. Totally over this.
“Good idea with the tree. I noticed your seed pouch ripped. I guess we
are lucky you had one seed left.” He tapped the root.
She moved away her hand, “I didn’t have any seeds left.” I did it like a boss!
“You created it?!” Edan gasped excited. “That’s impressive. I’m proud of
you,” he said and Gaia’s eyes opened wide. “What?” he asked over her
shocked expression.
“This is the first time you are proud of me.”
“No,” he smiled. A big gorgeous smile. “It’s just the first time I’ve told
you.”
Scratch that… I’m not over this. Damn it. Damn him. Gaia bit her lower lip
trying to seem calm. Useless move, Edan knew her too well. Her stomach
fluttered and her eyes couldn’t stop looking at his. Time to own it G, you like
him. Just freaking tell him… And burn another town? No, no! Not this time. Not ever.
She wanted to change the mood before they ended up the same way they
did back at the first camp. Fighting and putting a whole town in danger.
Fortunately, his stomach growled.
“I guess you are hungry.” Gaia laughed out loud. She placed her palms
on the dirt and smiled, “What do you want?”
“Save it,” Edan stopped her. “You don’t have enough energy to create
another tree.” He took out a small bag of seeds from his left pocket. “Use
this.”
Gaia took the bag, “Where did you get this?”

“Willow always gives them to me,” he smirked.
Of course she did. Gaia took a seed and placed it on the dirt. She lifted her
hand and wielded the plant to grow. Juicy grapes grew from the vines
around the plant. “Grapes!” she cheered at the surprise.
“You like them?”
“I love them.”
She took a few bunches and sat next to Edan to eat. A smile crept on her
lips. “You really like them,” said Edan. “You are even smiling.”
Gaia shook her head. “I’m not smiling because I like grapes.” She beamed
with happiness. “You called me Red in your sleep.”
To Gaia’s surprised he blushed. “Did I?”
“Yep,” she giggled at how adorable he looked. “It’s the third time you call
me like that.”
“Sorry, that was-”
“My nickname when I was little,” she jumped in.
“You remembered?” he asked with surprise in his eyes.
“Since long ago,” she rested on her elbows against floor. “What I don’t
remember is, why Red?”
Edan laughed, a genuine rich laugh that gave Gaia the sensation of
butterflies in her stomach. “You used to get so angry every time I called
you Lady Gaia.”
“Really?”
He nodded. “Everyone was allowed to call you that except for me. If I
said that name you used to pout and glare at me. It was adorable.” He said
friendly. Same friendliness he had on her memories. “One day we went out

to the plaza and you climbed Bobby. Your hair tie got tangled on a branch.
Without knowing, you let go and fell in my arms. Your tie snapped and
your hair floated all over the air.” He made a hand gesture to show Gaia
how the hair had flowed around her face. “I remember all I could see was
red.” Edan grinned. “Unaware that I was speaking my mind, I whispered,
‘red.’ Since then you officially proclaimed that I would call you Red.”
“Why’d you stop calling me like that?”
Edan curled his leg, a gesture that made him look comfortable with the
conversation. “At first I was afraid you would recognize the name and wake
before the time was right.”
“You called me Red the first time we talked,” she said remembering that
day, a day that somehow felt like ages ago.
“You caught me off-guard.” He froze just thinking about it. “I was
terrified the minute I said it. Luckily, it did nothing.”
“Well then,” Gaia lifted her hand, “I officially proclaim you call me Red.”
Edan touched Gaia’s palm with his. “Red it is.”
After lingering for a moment, she let go of his hand and placed hers on
his shoulders. Concentrating, she turned her hand warm enough to stop
him from freezing.
“What are you doing?”
“Warming you up,” she said trying to seem unaffected by touching his
body. “Your hand was really cold.”
“Don’t, you need your strength.” He opened his arms, “Here.”
“What?”

“Come over here.” He gestured her to get closer.
Gaia did what was told. She snuck between Edan’s legs and rested her
back against his torso.
“Is this better?” he asked in a voice so soft, Gaia almost couldn’t
recognize it as his.
“Much. Are you warmer?” She begged Nature to not let Edan notice how
strange he was behaving.
“Very,” he whispered.
She leaned her head against his chest. It was warm; she could heat his
heartbeat, almost as fast as hers. Everything about the moment was
perfection. Well, almost everything. There was a small part of her that kept
worrying over speaking her feelings and ending up screwing someone’s life
like she did with Molly and the whole town.
“Edan…” Gaia talked while playing with one of his shirt’s buttons.
“Yes?” he asked leaning his chin against her head.
“Aren’t you going to get in trouble for this?”
“For getting dragged like that by a Draak?” He passed his free hand over
his messy brown hair. “Only my pride,” he chuckled.
“No, for being like this with me.”
Edan took a moment too long to answer. “Probably.”

Sneak 3
Fire and Blood

Gaia took Priyam’s hand as they walked through the barrier. As soon as
they crossed the barrier, it was like they’d entered hell. The whole forest
was in flames. Dark smoke grew thick inside the protective shield.
Shui was wielding the water, but the fire was so hot that most of the water
evaporated before reaching the ground. Veter was trying to seal the sections
where Shui had managed to put out the fire so it wouldn’t spread back.
“No,” Willow cried as she entered the camp. “We need to hurry, the trees
are suffering.”
Gaia turned and sensed it too. She felt how the trees screeched in pain.
Like burning needles crawling down her skin.
“Gaia help me with the flames,” Edan screamed from a few feet away
from the fire. “Donovan, make sure the animals are gone. The rest take
everything we need. Be careful, I don’t want anyone hurt.”
Following the orders of their leader, they all ran in different directions.
A few minutes later, Pink and Floyd arrived to the ‘safe zone’ area with a
bunch of knifes, bags full of guns, and different types of swords. “This is
everything we could save from the armory,” Pink and Floyd placed the
weapons on the grass.
“I got this from the bungalows,” Gaia left the things near the weapons
and turned around.

Edan stopped Gaia by holding her arm. “Where are you going? We need
to leave now.”
“What about the fire?”
“The fire is almost gone. It’s the smoke you should be worried about.”
“I can’t leave. Priyam is still in the bungalows.”
“What the bloody hell is she doing there?”
“She went back for her computer.”
“Is she mad!?”
Floyd dropped an ax to the ground and ran towards the bungalow. “No
worries mate. I’ll go get her.”
“Who’s missing apart from Floyd and Priyam?”
“Hunter is outside finding a safe route, Veter is containing the smoke.”
Willow looked around. “I don’t know where the Marked One is.”
“Edan,” Synthia screamed from the other side of the field. “I’m hurt, my
hand.”
Edan ran to Synthia. “Let me see.” He turned her hand around and saw
a big burn. “What happened?”
“I don’t know. It all happened so fast,” Synthia cried. “Everything is
blurry after Gaia turned it on fire.”
“Gaia?”
“No, I didn’t do this.”
“Yes you did!” Synthia moved closer to Edan. “The freak was sleeping
and burnt the tree she was leaning against.”
“Ok, I did do that,” she admitted. “But I put the fire out!”

“You didn’t,” Synthia cried while holding her hurt hand. “Gaia look at
this place! I tried to get as much stuff as I could and got hurt.”
Edan could sense something was wrong. It wasn’t in Synthia’s nature to
help and if he wanted to find out what was she planning, she would need
to play along. Make her comfortable enough to slip. And nothing made her
more comfortable than having him along side her, rather than with Gaia.
Sorry Red… Making up his mind, Edan glared at Gaia. She could see the
disappointment in his eyes. “Edan, I put it out.”
“Ouch Edan.” Synthia hugged Edan as he carried her to a safer place. “It
hurts so bad.”
“Come here Synthia, you were really brave.” he said taking her to the
medicine cabinet.
A few feet before reaching the safe zone, Priyam emerged from the smoke
that encased the bungalows.
“Help!” Priyam yelled. Her face was in total panic as tears full of ashes
rolled down her cheeks.
“What now?” Synthia whined under her breath.
“Floyd!” Pink stood up and ran towards her brother and Priyam.
Edan lifted his head and noticed Priyam was dragging what looked like
Floyd’s lifeless body.

And…. That’s it 
For now….
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